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What is this paper about 
anyway?



What is this paper about anyway?

- Zero-knowledge proofs (ZKP)!
- “I want you to know that I know but you shall not know what I know”

- Multiple applications.
- A private instant messagerie where you should know which contacts are using it, without 

disclosing the contacts to a third party (Signal).
- Private statistics without disclosing the anonymised source (Firefox).
- etc.

- This paper:
- Unification of definitions and ideas.
- Introduction of fully linear probabilistically checkable proof (PCP) systems.
- Methods to have more efficient proof systems with sublinear proof size.



Definitions



Zero-knowledge proofs (ZK, ZKP)

- The prover must convince the verifier of some property, without disclosing any 

information.

Prover P Verifier V



Zero-knowledge proofs (ZK, ZKP)

Properties:

- Completeness: An honest prover P should always convince an honest verifier V.

- Soundness: A nasty prover P* should rarely convince an honest verifier V.

- Zero-knowledge-ness: A nasty verifier V* should learn nothing but the property (no 

information).



ZKP on distributed data

- The prover must convince multiple verifiers of some property, again without disclosing 

any information.

Prover P Verifier V2

Verifier V1



ZKP on distributed data

Properties:

- Completeness: An honest prover P should always convince honest verifiers Vi.

- Soundness: A nasty prover P* should rarely convince honest verifiers Vi.

- Strong Zero-knowledge-ness: A nasty verifier Vi* should learn nothing but the property 

(no information nor other verifiers’ data).



ZKP on secret-shared data

- A prover P has a vector, and each verifier has additive secret shares (slices) of the vector 

according to some linear secret sharing scheme (slicing)

- Verifiers should not see the plain data.

- The prover should convince the verifiers that this vector is in a given language.
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Linear probabilistically checkable proof 
(PCP)

- A vector π (proof oracle) that is used by a verifier to check if a vector x belongs to a given 

language, by making a constant number of linear queries to this proof.

Verifier V with x 
in Fn Proof π in Fm

🠂 x in L

query q in Fm

answer
a = 〈q, π〉 in F



Fully linear PCP: PCP 
with a Twist™



Fully linear PCP

- Essentially the same as a linear PCP, except that the verifier has no longer access to the 

input x.

Verifier V Proof π in Fm

🠂 x in L

query q in Fn+m

answer
a = 〈q, x║π〉 in 

F

… and x in Fn



Fully linear PCP

- Many linear PCP are also already fully linear, which is a good news as it shows that the 

thing works. However, as a downside, we have big proofs (about the size of the circuit).

- To construct “from scratch” we need a circuit!



Fully linear PCP:

- We want to check a certain property of this circuit, with a certain input vector, and a 

certain output (check that x belongs to the L language).

- The fully linear PCP is the coefficients of the polynomials f, g, h of degree O(|C|).

- These polynomials are s.t. the value fi(j) encodes the value on the i-th input to the j-th 

gate. We define the polynomials with f(i) being the left input to one gate, g(i) the right 

input to one gate, and h=f.g.



Fully linear PCP: Verification

- To check the proof, we must verify that the equivalent polynomials are consistent with 

inputs, and that the final output is indeed corresponding to the aforementioned result.



Usability for ZK proofs

Protocol:

- Prover with a given input which belongs to a language L.

- The prover generates a fully linear PCP and split it using secret sharing among the 

verifiers, which have each a share of the input.

- Each verifier now have a piece of the proof and a piece of the input, and can now sample 

query vectors using common randomness, basically simulating the fully linear PCP on 

their own, as defined previously.

- The verifiers will then publish shares of the query answers, and we can now reconstruct 

the whole thing.

- After a constant number of queries, we can run the whole fully linear PCP verifier, and 

check if we shall accept the proof or not, namely if x is in the language L or not.



Usability for ZK proofs

The most important result would be that if a language L has a short fully linear PCP, L has a 

low-communication ZK proof on distributed data. The communication cost of the whole thing is 

about 2 times the size of the proof, plus a constant number of operations (queries).



Applications



Secure multi-party computation (MPC)

One of the theorem that this paper presents is that for any arithmetic circuit C over a field F, 

there is a secure three-party protocol for computing C that:

- Tolerates one malicious party (a dishonest one).

- Is computationally secure with abort.

- Has amortized communication 1 element of F per party per gate.



- We take a semi-honest MPC protocol, and add two properties to it:
- Protocol reveals nothing until the very last message.
- Each of the parties’ messages should be a degree-two function of the party’s input and the 

messages that the party has received so far.

- Protocol:
- Run the semi-honest MPC protocol.
- Parties halt before publishing the very last message.
- Each party will prove to each other that, so far, the messages complied with the protocol.
- Each party will reveal their last message, to recover the output. The total complexity is constant in 

the size of the circuit.

How to construct?



So, what’s next?



So, what’s next?

- What we learnt:
- Zero-Knowledge Proofs on Secret-Shared Data have one prover, multiple verifiers, different 

inputs, and while everyone could communicate, they should not exchange inputs.
-  With Fully Linear PCPs, we can reduce proofs (size) and make them quicker (complexity).

- What we can do:
- “Le café”.
- MPC, privacy-designed statistics, …
- More efficient calculations for ZKP.

- What we are seeking:
- Optimality (are we there yet?).
- Generalization (could we apply equivalent techniques to all languages/circuits/situations?).



Questions?

I hope it was okay!


